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The 2017 line of SE Bikes com-
memorates our 40th anniversary. 
It’s amazing to think that four de-
cades have gone by since the god-
father of BMX, Scot Breithaupt, cre-
ated Scot Enterprises — SE Racing 
— and that we’ve been gettin’ rad 
ever since.

At the birth of SE Racing in 1977, 
BMX was a fledgling sport. It went 
on to become a national craze in 
the United States during the 1980s 
with BMX tracks popping up all over 
the country and scores of families 
getting in on the fun and excite-
ment of cycling. Over the years the 
sport has progressed dramatically 
and many trends have come and 
gone. Today’s BMX has expanded 
into many different disciplines and 
has received mainstream recogni-
tion having been featured in the 
X-Games for past 22 years as well 
as being included in the last three 
Olympic Games.

This year’s catalog pays respect to 
our history, with design cues from 
the greatest BMX magazine of all 
time — BMX Action. Both BMX Ac-
tion and SE Racing took the world 
by storm during the first big BMX 
boom in the late 1970s and early 
‘80s. A lot has changed since those 
golden years, but one thing is for 
sure: We are still here and we are 
still “making it happen.”

The past 40 years have been amaz-
ing. Here’s to 40 more!
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When organized BMX racing came onto the scene back in the 1970s, SE Racing was 
the first company to produce a high-end aluminum BMX frame. This ground-breaking 
frame later went on to become the PK Ripper, now in production longer than any other 
BMX bike in the world. This jaw-dropping bike was first debuted in the late ‘70s, right 
at the tipping point when BMX racing became a nationwide craze. The PK Ripper frame 
design has always been unique and purposeful, with super stiff floval (flat + oval = 
floval) tubing used for the front end instead of standard round tubing found on other 
brands’ bikes. Floval tubing is still used for the top tube on all bikes in the Elite Race 
series, while the downtubes are now wider diameter and bi-oval shaped for even more 
stiffness. Over the years there have been many modifications and upgrades to the bikes 
in this series. But one thing remains: These bikes are fast as hell.
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SE: What’s your first memory of SE Racing?
JAVIER: I remember it clearly. The first time that I 
saw an SE bike was in 1995 at the Rosario BMX 
track when I was living in Argentina. It was a 
chrome SE Assassin. It had a super unique frame 
design with the top tube piercing the seat tube. I 
immediately wanted one.

SE: Did you get one?
JAVIER: Nope. SE bikes weren’t available at the 
time in Argentina. I think the guy who had it bought 
it in America.

SE: Did you ever dream that you would one 
day be living in the USA and be sponsored by 
SE Racing?
JAVIER: Ha ha, heck no. I moved to America in 
2000 and raced my first year on the East Coast 
in the A-Pro class. After quite a few years of mov-
ing through the ranks, SE sponsored me in 2006. 
Later that year I won the UCI BMX World Cham-
pionships in the Elite Pro class. That was the best 
year of my life. Well that and the next year when I 
married my wife. Ha ha.

SE: How have the past 11 years been?
JAVIER: Fun! It’s really been a dream to live my 
BMX fantasy. I am one of first BMX riders from 
Argentina to move to the USA and really make a 
career out of it. I’m in my 30s now and still racing 
in the Vet Pro class. I won the UCI world champi-
onships in 2012 and the USA BMX Vet Pro title in 
2014. So I guess I’m still living the dream!

JAVIER
COLOMBO
OVER a dEcadE
WITH SE RacING

PK RIPPER
ELITE

RIPPER X

MINI RIPPER

PK RIPPER
ELITE XL

RIPPER JR

InterviewInterview

FLOVAL
FLYER

ELITE RAcE

Javier moments after winning the 

2006 UCI World Champs.
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2PC CRANKSET. PF30 BOTTOM 
BRACKET FEATURING 

ULTRA-STIFF, WIDE-DIAMETER 
30MM HOLLOW-AXLE SPINDLE.

1-1/8” – 1.5” TAPERED HEADTUBE. 
LANDING GEAR FORK EqUIPPED 

W/ TAPERED STEER TUBE.

TAPERED FORK LEGS
FEATURING CLOSED-END

DROPOUTS. HOLLOW
20MM THROUGH-AXLE HUB

20MM REAR DROPOUTS 
W/ 15MM HOLLOW THROUGH-
AXLE HUB. COMES EqUIPPED 
WITH 20MM, 15MM, AND 3/8” 

ADAPTER PLATES

The PK Ripper has never been stiffer, stronger or faster. The 
all-new PK Ripper Super Elite XL is the definition of “BMX 
innovations.” The ultra-stiff 6066 aluminum frame now comes 
equipped with new features such as a tapered headtube, PF30 
bottom bracket and 20mm dropouts front and rear. There is no 
doubt that this bike will put you on top of the podium.

Undoubtedly the world’s fastest PK Ripper, the all-new PK 
Ripper Super Elite has more BMX innovations than previously 
thought possible. The ultra-stiff 6066 aluminum frame now 
comes equipped with new features such as a tapered head-
tube, PF30 bottom bracket, and 20mm dropouts front and rear. 
The game has changed. Can you keep up?

• All-new lightweight 6066 aluminum frame built with floval top tube, bi- 
  oval down tube, tapered rear stays, 20mm rear dropouts, 1-1/8” – 1.5”  
  tapered head tube, and PF30 bottom bracket and built-in chain tensioners.
• Lightweight Cr-Mo Landing Gear forks featuring tapered legs, tapered   
  steerer tube and closed-end 20mm dropouts.
• Promax Impact 6061-T6 Alloy CNC stem w/ hidden top cap for a clean look.
• Lightweight 2pc alloy crankset equipped with super-stiff oversized   
  30mm hollow spindle and PF30 bottom bracket.
• SE Pivotal seat & seatpost.
• Alienation Deviant and Black Sheep rims built with sealed cassette   
  hubs equipped with 20mm hollow through-axle on the front and 15mm   
  hollow through-axle on the rear.
• Tioga PowerBand & PowerBlock tires provide ultra-quick cornering   
  and low rolling resistance.
• Comes equipped with 3/8”, 15mm, and 20mm rear chain tensioner   
  adapter plates.
• Includes all-new “40 Years of Radness” SE race plate.
• 20.8 lbs

• All-new lightweight 6066 aluminum frame built with floval top tube, bi-    
  oval down tube, tapered rear stays, 20mm rear dropouts, 1-1/8” – 1.5”       
  tapered head tube, PF30 bottom bracket, and built-in chain tensioners.
• All-new lightweight Cr-Mo Landing Gear forks featuring tapered legs,     
  tapered steerer tube and closed-end 20mm dropouts.
• Promax Impact 6061-T6 alloy CNC stem w/ hidden top cap for a clean look. 
• Lightweight 2pc alloy crankset equipped with super-stiff oversized
  30mm hollow spindle and PF30 bottom bracket.
• SE Pivotal seat & seatpost.
• Alienation Deviant and Black Sheep rims built with sealed cassette         
  hubs equipped with 20mm hollow through-axle on the front and 15mm  
  hollow through-axle on the rear.
• Tioga PowerBand & PowerBlock tires provide ultra-quick cornering   
  and low rolling resistance.
• Comes equipped with 3/8”, 15mm, and 20mm rear chain tensioner   
  adapter plates.
• Includes all-new “40 Years of Radness” SE race plate.
• 20.7 lbs

PK RIPPER
SUPER ELITE 
XL

PK RIPPER
SUPER ELITE

FRAME AVAILAbLE IN PRO

 XL ANd XXL SIzES!
FASTER!

20mm Dropouts
STRONGER!

1-1/8”-1.5” Tapered Headtube
STIFFER!

20mm Through-Axle



FLOVAL
FLYER

RIPPER X RIPPER JR MINI RIPPER
Built with a super-stiff 6066 aluminum 
frame featuring a bi-oval downtube and 
6066 aluminum Landing Gear forks, this 
rad ride weighs in at a featherweight 
16.5 lbs. Rounding out the package are 
Alienation Ankle Biter rims, a Promax 
Impact Mini stem, and Tioga Power-
Block tires. It’s no wonder that the 
Ripper X is one of the fastest rippers 
on the track. 

Year in and year out, the Floval Flyer is 
one of the fastest cruisers on the track. 
This year’s bike is built with a light-
weight 6066 aluminum frame, featuring 
a super-stiff bi-oval downtube, inter-
nally-machined integrated head tube, 
and 3D-forged dropouts. And the parts 
lineup is top-notch full of name-brand 
parts: Alienation rims, Promax brakes & 
levers, Promax Impact stem, Tioga 
Powerblock tires, and an ultra-light-
weight Pivotal seat & seatpost. This 
bike is Stu Thomsen approved.

Staying true to SE’s claim of “BMX In-
novations,” the Ripper Jr is the stiffest, 
lightest and fastest Ripper Jr ever.. At 
only 15.5 lbs, this amazing bike features 
a lightweight 6066 aluminum frame with 
a bi-oval downtube, lightweight 6066 
aluminum Landing Gear forks with alu-
minum steer tube, Tioga Power Block 
tires, a Promax Impact Mini stem, and 
Alienation Ankle Biter rims. 

The Mini Ripper’s high-polished 6066 
aluminum frame features an ultra-stiff 
bi-oval downtube, rectangular rear stays 
and 3D-forged dropouts. Add the light-
weight 6066 aluminum Landing Gear 
forks with aluminum steer tube, Promax 
Impact Mini stem, Alienation Ankle Biter 
rims and Tioga PowerBlock tires and 
you have one of the lightest and fastest 
mini race bikes on the track – 
just 15.2 lbs!• Lightweight 6066 aluminum frame built with  

  floval top tube, bi-oval down tube, and rect-   
   angular rear stays for maximum stiffness.
• Lightweight 6066 aluminum Landing Gear  
  forks with Cr-Mo steerer tube.
• Alloy SE Wing bars.
• Promax Impact Mini 6061-T6 aluminum CNC   
  stem w/ hidden top cap for a clean look.
• Stiff and lightweight 3-pc 165mm alloy cranks.
• Tioga PowerBlock 1-3/8” tires provide ultra- 
  quick cornering and low rolling resistance.
• Alienation Ankle Biter rims built with sealed  
  cassette hubs with lightweight hollow axles.
• Includes all-new “40 Years of Radness” 
  SE race plate.
• 16.5 lbs

• Lightweight 6066 aluminum frame built  
  with floval top tube, bi-oval down tube, and  
  tapered rear stays for maximum stiffness.
• Lightweight Cr-Mo Landing Gear forks with  
  tapered legs.
• Promax Banger 6061-T6 Alloy CNC stem w/  
  hidden top cap for a clean look.
• Lightweight 2pc alloy crankset equipped  
  with 24mm hollow spindle and sealed exter- 
  nal bottom bracket.
• SE Pivotal seat & seatpost.
• Alienation Deviant and Black Sheep rims  
  built with sealed cassette hubs with light 
  weight hollow axles.
• Tioga PowerBlock tires provide ultra-quick    
  cornering and low rolling resistance.
• Includes all-new “40 Years of Radness”
  SE race plate.
• 22.7 lbs

• Lightweight 6066 aluminum frame built with  
  floval top tube, bi-oval down tube, and rect- 
  angular rear stays for maximum stiffness.
• Lightweight 6066 aluminum Landing Gear 
  forks with 6061 aluminum steerer tube.
• Alloy SE Mini Wing bars.
• Promax Impact Mini 6061-T6 aluminum CNC  
  stem w/ hidden top cap for a clean look.
• Stiff and lightweight 3-pc 155mm alloy cranks.
• Tioga PowerBlock 1-1/8” tires provide ultra- 
  quick cornering and low rolling resistance.
• Alienation Ankle Biter rims built with sealed  
  cassette hubs with lightweight hollow axles  
  w/ race skewer on the front.
• Includes all-new “40 Years of Radness”
  SE race plate.
• 15.5 lbs

• Lightweight 6066 aluminum frame built with  
  floval top tube, bi-oval down tube, and rect- 
  angular rear stays for maximum stiffness.
• Lightweight 6066 aluminum Landing Gear  
  forks with 6061 aluminum steerer tube.
• Alloy SE Mini Wing bars.
• Promax Impact Mini 6061-T6 aluminum CNC  
  stem w/ hidden top cap for a clean look.
• Stiff and lightweight 3-pc 145mm alloy cranks.
• Tioga PowerBlock 1-1/8” tires provide ultra- 
  quick cornering and low rolling resistance.
• Alienation Ankle Biter rims built with sealed  
  cassette hubs with lightweight hollow axles  
  w/race skewer and radial lace spokes 
  on the front.
• Includes all-new “40 Years of Radness” 
  SE race plate.
• 15.2 lbs
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HOT
SHOTS
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MId LEVEL
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Staying true to the heritage and unique styling SE is known for, all of the bikes in the Mid-Level BMX series are built with 6061 alu-
minum frames, featuring floval top tubes and down tubes. The bikes in this series are lightweight and perfect for cruising around 
the neighborhood or shredding the local BMX track. Each bike comes equipped with landing Gear forks, an SE Racing padset and 
SE-inspired retro flair sure to turn heads. 

SE Factory Squad member Dave Bitter with a fully clicked X-up at the legendary Sheep Hills.
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The So Cal Flyer turns heads wherever it rolls. With its 6061 
aluminum frame, 24” wheels and retro vibe, it’s easily mistaken 
for a super high-end ride built from scratch. But with a wise 
choice of parts and impeccable style, the price of this bike 
remains within reach.

• Lightweight 6061 aluminum floval tubing frame w/ Euro bottom bracket.
• Alex rims, double-wall rear rim.
• Alloy hubs.
• Retro Flyer seat.
• Retro top load stem w/ hidden top cap for a clean look.
• 3pc tubular cranks with custom SE Racing sprocket.
• SE Racing padset, “40 Years of Radness” numberplate, 
  and alloy valve caps included.
• 26.2 lbs 
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It’s every kid’s dream to have his or her very own LiL’ Ripper. 
Built with a lightweight 6061 aluminum frame with alloy cranks 
and a micro-adjust alloy seatpost, the LiL’ Ripper weighs in
at just 19 lbs. Throw in the Landing Gear forks, Lightning Bolt 
seat and Looptail rear end, and it’s clear that along with being 
the lightest little bike on the block, it’s also the raddest.

It’s every kid’s dream to have their 
very own LiL’ Ripper. Built with a 
lightweight 6061 aluminum frame with 
alloy cranks and a micro-adjust alloy 
seatpost, the LiL’ Ripper weighs in 
at just 19 lbs.  Throw in the Landing 
Gear forks, Lightning Bolt seat, and 
Looptail rear end, and it’s clear that 
this is not just the lightest, but also 
the raddest little bike on the block.

• Lightweight 6061 aluminum floval tubing frame
  w/ Euro bottom bracket.
• Alex C1000 rims with alloy hubs.
• Lightweight top load stem w/ side cut-outs and hidden
  top cap for a clean look.
• 6061 forged alloy 3-Piece Cranks.
• SE Racing padset, “40 Years of Radness” numberplate,
  and alloy valve caps included.
• 22.0 lbs

• Lightweight 6061 aluminum floval tubing frame w/
  legendary looptail rear end.
• Alloy hubs.
• Lightweight top load stem w/ side cut-outs and hidden
  top cap for a clean look.
• 6061 forged alloy 3-Piece Cranks.
• SE Racing padset, “40 Years of Radness” numberplate,
  and alloy valve caps included.
• 19.0 lbs



HOODRICH

EVERYDAY

WILDMAN

remember the feeling I had as I picked a BMX 
bike up for the first time. The introvert within 
myself dropped to his knees and thanked the 
heavens. I had finally found what I had been 

relentlessly searching for. The yearning burn in-
stantaneously ignited. My shyness finally had a 
voice to speak. I finally found something that un-
derstood and accepted me. BMX was honest and 
true. It didn’t instill false hopes of winning things, 
making money or giving me a career. I didn’t give 
a damn about any of that either. That was all trivial 
to me. However, what it did instill was peace of 
mind. It burned a creative outlet into my soul. It 
supplied me with an opportunity to leave a micro-
scopic speck of my own fingerprint on the world. 
It gave me an abundance of joy and happiness.
Fast-forward to today and I still have the same 
outlook on life. I’m still a weird introvert who sim-
ply enjoys riding a bike. Contest wins, money and 
a BMX “career” are not my focal point. The joy 
of BMX is all that I need. When SE approached 
me about a pro model signature bike, I instantly 
began thinking about the name. Every name I 
came up with was either taken or simply not good 
enough. The name for my bike needed a certain 
level of dignity. I started searching through ob-
scure names and dug up the name Gaudium. I 
liked the look and sound of it. When I discovered 
that the definition represented “joy and hope,” I 
knew I had found the perfect name for my bike. 
Joy and hope perfectly describes the craft that 
has given me the best life I could ever ask for. 
When the whirlwind of life becomes overwhelm-
ing, joy and hope are valid reasons to turn to the 
things you love. If you’re out there searching, I 
hope that BMX supplies you with as much joy and 
hope as it has supplied me.

-KRIS FOX

KRIS
FOX
FOX BREaKS
IT dOWN 

SpotlightSpotlight
DIRT / STREET / PARK

SE Dirt/Street/Park bikes are built to take major abuse. You won’t 
find any frills or gimmicks here, just straight-up BMX. All bikes 
come standard with 25-9 gearing and, new this year, wider rear 
chainstays and fork legs to accept fatter tires up to 20 x 2.4”. No 
matter dirt, street or park, these bikes are ready to shred.

GAUDIUM
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Featuring a double-butted main frame, female axle hubs, Alien-
ation rims, 2.4” Demolition tires, Odyssey Twisted PC pedals 
and a padded Pivotal seat with nylon post, Kris Fox’s signature 
Gaudium – uniquely spec’d to his preferences – is the bike for 
you if you’re longing for some of that amazing Kris Fox style.  
• Kris Fox signature model, 100% Cr-Mo, double-butted main frame,
  integrated head tube, integrated seat clamp, machined mid bottom   
  bracket, micro dropouts, removable cable guides & brake mounts.
 • Full Cr-Mo tapered leg SE forks w/ cut-out clearance for pegs.
• SE Pivotal seat w/ lightweight nylon Pivotal seatpost.
• Odyssey Springfield Brake Kit. Incredibly stiff brake arms, easy to   
  adjust, and comes equipped with Odyssey brake lever, Quick Slic cable  
  and Odyssey Ghost brake pads.
• SE 3pc closed end Invisibolt tubular cranks w/ 25-9 micro gearing
  w/ 6061 aluminum SE sprocket.
• Odyssey Twisted Plastic Composite Pedals.
• Alienation Deviant & 440 double wall rims.
• Rear hub w/ 4-sealed bearings & female axle, front hub
  w/ 2-sealed bearings & female axle.
• Extra-wide 2.4” tires provide more traction and forgiveness
  on harsh landings.
• 24.4 lbs

GAUDIUM
KRIS FOX’S SIGNATURE RIDE

Kris Fox with a high-speed Hollywood hop in 
front of the legendary Whiskey A Go-Go.
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The Mauler continues to kill the streets. Based around a full Cr-Mo frame, fork, 

and bars, this bike can take all the abuse that you can dish out. Rounding out 

the package and new this year are the Odyssey Springfield brake kit and new, 

wider 2.4” tires. 

• 100% Cr-Mo Mauler frame design w/ integrated head tube, integrated seat clamp,  

  machined mid bottom bracket, micro dropouts, and removable cable guides

  & brake mounts.

• Full Cr-Mo tapered leg SE forks w/ cut-out clearance for pegs.

• Odyssey Springfield Brake Kit. Incredibly stiff brake arms, easy to adjust, and comes  

  equipped with Odyssey brake lever, Quick Slic cable and Odyssey Ghost brake pads.

• SE 3pc closed end Invisibolt tubular cranks w/ 25-9 micro gearing w/ SE sprocket.

• Cr-Mo SE Power Wing bars

• Alex DM24 double-wall rims.

• Lightweight seat/post combo.

• Top load stem with hidden top cap for clean look.

• Extra-wide 2.4” tires provide more traction and forgiveness on harsh landings.

• 25.3 lbs

re-Imagined for 2017

100% Cr-Mo frame & fork

HOODRICH
The Hoodrich is built to thrash. The frame features an integrated head tube, mid bottom bracket, and removable brake mounts. Add 

in the new Odyssey Springfield brake kit and new, wider 2.4” tires and you’ll see that this bike is the king of the streets. 

• Hoodrich frame design w/ integrated head tube, integrated seat clamp,  

  mid bottom bracket, micro dropouts, and removable cable guides &   

  brake mounts.

• Tapered leg SE forks w/ cut-out clearance for pegs.

• Odyssey Springfield Brake Kit. Incredibly stiff brake arms, easy to   

  adjust, and comes equipped with Odyssey brake lever, Quick Slic cable  

  and Odyssey Ghost brake pads.

• SE 3pc tubular cranks w/ 25-9 micro gearing w/ SE sprocket.

• Alex DM24 double-wall rear rim.

• Lightweight seat/post combo.

• Top load stem with hidden top cap for clean look.

 
 

 • Extra-wide 2.4” tires provide more traction and   

 
                 

   forgiveness on harsh landings.

 
 

• 25.2 lbs

Ghetto Master Blaster,

Matt Cordova. 
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WILDMANWILDMAN

The Everyday is the perfect bike to start shredding on. With 

3-piece cranks, mid bottom bracket, and all-new, wider 2.3” tires, 

this bike is ready to get rad. Everyday. 

With a 19.5” top tube and a price tag that will get you hyped, 

the Wildman is the perfect choice for the new BMXer. Small and 

light, the Wildman is perfectly sized to throw around on ramps 

and dirt jumps. Add the 25-9 gearing, all-new wider 2.3” tires and 

this bike is definitely ready to get wild.

• Everyday frame design w/ mid bottom bracket, integrated seat clamp

  & micro dropouts.

• Tapered leg SE forks w/ cut-out clearance for pegs.

• SE 3pc tubular cranks w/ 25-9 micro gearing w/ SE sprocket.

• Alloy Hubs.

• Lightweight seat/post combo.

• Top load stem with hidden top cap for clean look.

• Extra-wide 2.3” tires provide more traction and forgiveness on harsh landings.

• 24.9 lbs

EVERYDAY

• Wildman frame design w/ integrated seat clamp & micro dropouts.

• Tapered leg SE forks w/ cut-out clearance for pegs.

•  25-9 micro gearing w/ SE sprocket.

• Alloy Hubs.

• Lightweight seat/post combo.

• Top load stem with hidden top cap for clean look.

• Extra-wide 2.3” tires provide more traction and forgiveness

  on harsh landings.

• 26.8 lbs
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Retro BMX!

REDLINE FLIGHTS

OAKLEY B-1B’S
HARO PLATE

100% radness!

ODI MUSHROOMS

From 29” to 16”

STR 29” QUADANGLE

PK RIPPER 26”

FLOVAL FLYER 24”

MIKE BUFF

PK RIPPER 20”

LIL’ QUAD 16”

SKYWAY TUFFWHEELS

KASHIMAX SEAT

Ultimate Accessories
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Retro

SE BIKES 1977-201726

FLOVAL FLYER 24 
,,

MIKE bUFF

P.K. RIPPER 20 
,,

P.K. RIPPER 26 
,,

bIG RIPPER 29 
,,

STR-29

QUAdANGLE

PUbLIc ENEMY

bIG RIPPER 29 
,,

LIL
,
 QUAd 16 

,,

FAT RIPPER 26 
,,

OM-dURO 27.5 

STU: I have been hitting a couple races a year 
on the Floval Flyer XL. The bike feels right at 
home for me. The STR-29 is definitely fun to 
ride. But I need to work on my wheelie skills to 
keep up with Dblocks and those guys. Ha ha!
SE: What do you think of our BMX Action 
vibe of the catalog?
STU: It’s pretty cool. It correctly depicts the SE 
brand and acts as a history lesson for those not 
familiar with how SE came to be. Oh, and I really 
like the cover!
BUFF: Man, I wish I was on the cover! Ha ha. 
The BMX Action vibe is cool. I was part of the 
BMX Action Trick Team, traveling the world with 
RL Osborn. So I was really close to the editor 
Bob Osborn, his daughter and photographer, 
Windy, and the whole Osborn family. They pro-
duced an amazing magazine which captured the 
essence of the sport of BMX. This catalog does 
the same.

SE: We’re sitting here with two of BMX’s 
biggest legends, Stompin’ Stu Thomsen 
and Mike Buff. How does it feel to be back 
with SE?
STU: You know, it’s pretty cool. SE was my first 
major sponsor back in ’77, so it feels like every-
thing has come full circle.
BUFF: I was a freestyler, so I was never offi-
cially on the “SE Racing” team, but Scot always 
gave me PK Rippers to ride on the ramps in 
the early ‘80s. I always loved riding the PK. It 
was such an attention getter. 
SE: Speaking of which, what bikes are you 
guys riding now?
BUFF: I just got the new Fat Ripper and Big 
Ripper. And man, those bikes ride so smooth! 
Of course I love my new signature PK Rip-
per Looptail. But for me, that bike is more of a 
trophy. The Fat Ripper and Big Ripper are my 
daily riders.

SE BIKES BMX LEGENDS

SE Racing was at the forefront of the 
first BMX boom in the late 1970s and 
early ‘80s with unique and ground-
breaking bikes such as the PK Ripper 
and Quadangle. These and other famous 
old-school SE bikes have now been 
recreated and transformed into various 
models with 16”, 20”, 24”, 26” and even 
29” wheel sizes. SE’s Retro BMX bikes 
of today have the same legendary design 
aesthetics that made them famous in the 

‘80s, but now are built with modern-day 
geometry and upgrades such as 1-1/8” 
threadless headsets and V-brakes. The 
Retro BMX line was originally created 
specifically for the old-school BMX en-
thusiast. But in the last few years the au-
dience for the SE Retro line has grown 
organically and the bikes have become 
more and more in demand for all types 
of riders regardless of their age, history 
or knowledge of SE’s past.
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Yo! Bumrush the show! Never before has 
a bike company collaborated with one
of the world’s most prominent hip-hop 
groups — Public Enemy. The Public En-
emy Big Ripper collaboration features PE 
logos throughout, a target logo embroi-
dered seat, Public Enemy number plate 
and a padset featuring the groups’ great-
est hits. There’s no doubt that this bike is 
louder than a bomb! 

#PUBLICENEMYRIDEOUT

• Retro 6061 aluminum Big Ripper frame w/  
  original Public Enemy x SE Racing 
  collaboration logos throughout.
• Full Cr-Mo Landing Gear forks.
• Cr-Mo Big Honkin’ cruiser bars.
 • Double-wall rims w/ sealed bearing 
  high-flange hubs.
• SE 3-pc closed-end Invisibolt cranks 
  w/ alloy SE sprocket.
• Authentic ODI Mushroom II grips
  w/ donuts.
• Public Enemy target logo SE Flyer seat. 
• Vee Tire x SE Racing Speedster 29” x 
  2.10 tires.
• Fluted micro-adjust seat post.
• Public Enemy Greatest Hits Retro padset. 
• Public Enemy number plate.
• Includes custom Public Enemy x SE Bikes
  collaboration sticker sheet. 
• 29.6 lbs



With its 29” wheels and monster-sized PK Ripper 

inspired frame, the Big Ripper is the biggest and 

baddest BMX bike in the world. Throw in the new SE 

Racing Bear Trap pedals, Big Honkin’ cruiser bars, 

Cowboy Cut forks, and Vee Tire Co x SE Racing 

Speedster tires, and it’s obvious that this could very 

well be the bike of the year.

• Retro 6061 aluminum Big Ripper frame

  w/ floval tubing & looptail rear end.

• Full Cr-Mo “40 Years of Radness” edition

  Cowboy Cut forks.

• Cr-Mo Big Honkin’ cruiser bars.

• Double-wall rims w/ sealed bearing high flange hubs.

• SE 3-pc closed end Invisibolt cranks w/ alloy SE sprocket.

• Authentic ODI Mushroom II grips w/ donuts.

• SE Racing Bear Trap pedals.

• Vee Tire x SE Racing Speedster 29” x 2.10 tires.

• Fluted micro-adjust seat post.

• Vintage vinyl SER Retro padset.

• 29.6 lbs
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Back in the late 1970s, Stu Thomsen was SE Racing’s National 
#1 pro and BMX’s first superstar. His signature frame at the time 
was the Stu Thomsen Replica-1. Less than 10 STR-1 frames were 
produced, making them almost mythical and highly sought after in 
the vintage BMX world. Fast forward nearly 40 years to today and 
SE is proud to bring you the limited-edition STR-29. Equipped with 
an authentic SE Racing x Stu Thomsen trading card personally 
signed by Stu. Making history once again.

A 16” version of one of the world’s most 
famous and unique BMX bikes? You bet! In 
celebration of SE’s “40 Years of Radness” 
the first-ever 16” LiL Quad has been born. 
Built with the legendary Quadangle Looptail 
frame design, Lightning Bolt seat, authentic 
Skyway Tuffwheels and a camo padset, this 
lil’ bike screams big radness.

• Stu Thomsen replica model, limited edition & individually numbered.
• Full Cr-Mo frame w/ STR-1 inspired double downtube wrap beneath  
  the bottom bracket, looptail rear end, individually numbered on the   
  inside of the rear dropout.
• Full Cr-Mo “40 Years of Radness” edition Cowboy Cut forks.
• Cr-Mo Super Big Honkin’ cruiser bars.
• Double-wall rims w/ sealed bearing high flange hubs.
• Redline Flight cranks w/ alloy SE sprocket.
• Stu Thomsen Signature ODI Mushroom II grips w/ donuts.
• Vee Tire x SE Racing Speedster 29” x 2.10 tires.
• Fluted micro-adjust seat post.
• Vintage Chrome STR Retro Quadangle padset.
• Includes custom Stu Thomsen
  STR-29 sticker sheet.
• 31.5 lbs

• New 16” Quadangle style frame with double
  down tubes and legendary looptail rear end. 
• Landing Gear forks.
• LiL’ Skyway Tuffwheels.
• 3pc tubular Cr-Mo cranks.
• Lightweight top load stem w/ side cut-outs and
  hidden top cap for a clean look.
• SE Racing LiL’ Quad camo padset, “40 Years of
  Radness” numberplate, and alloy
  valve caps included.
• 22.5 lbs



1970’S BMX
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The SE Factory Squad invades Florida in 1978. All photos captured by Don Hutelin.
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Scot “OM” Breithaupt
On November 14, 1970, 35 teenagers aligned the front wheels 
of their Stingrays on a dirt track in Long Beach, California. As 
spectators began to crowd the sidelines for the first ever “ped-
al-cross” race, few could have predicted that Scot Breithaupt, 
the 14-year-old teenager who was collecting 25 cents from each 
participant, was forever changing the culture of the cycling in-
dustry.
So when the start gun fired it wasn’t only the beginning of the 
first “pedal-cross” BMX race, it was also the inauguration of the 
Bicycle United Motocross Society (BUMS), the first American 
sanctioned body of BMX. And so on a sunny Saturday in 1970, 
BMX as an industry, along with a newly regulated sanctioned 
body for racing, was born with Scot as its founding father.
Scot didn’t just organize and promote BMX races throughout 
the mid-1970s; he was a top racer as well. In 1976, Scot earned 
the national #1 title in the National Bicycle Association. Over 
the years he became known as the “OM” — Old Man of the 
sport. Even though Scot was still in his teens, his experience, 
leadership and beard earned him the “OM” nickname in the new 
and youthful sport of BMX.

In 1977, Scot consolidated his BMX ventures and founded Scot 
Enterprises, an advertising agency and public relations firm. 
Scot quickly combined his manufacturing experience with his 
advertising expertise and expanded Scot Enterprises to include 
the Scot Enterprise Racing Division, and thus SE Racing was 
born. Initially, SE Racing only manufactured hats, jerseys, t- 
shirts and stickers. The team’s first trips packed riders in an 
old school bus and embarked on nationwide tours that included 
not only racing but also teaching bicycle safety seminars.
During the late ‘70s and early ‘80s, SE Racing produced some 
of the most innovative and famous BMX bikes of all time, such 
as the Quadangle, Floval Flyer, OM Flyer and the PK Ripper. To 
this day, the PK Ripper remains the longest running production 
BMX bike of all time. All of these groundbreaking bikes were 
created by Scot Breithaupt.
Scott had a motto for the SE brand early on: “SE Racing - BMX 
Innovations.” He had a great vision of what BMX would become 
and he created bikes that could evolve with the sport. He was a 
true pioneer, innovator and legend. Unfortunately, Scot passed 
in July 2015, but his memories, accomplishments and the brand 
that he created will live on forever

PIONEER  •  INNOVATOR  •  LEGEND

• All-new OM-Duro frame design featuring looptail rear end, Euro  
  73mm bottom bracket, internal cable routing for dropper post,  
  fixed dropouts, and removable derailleur hanger.
• Full Cr-Mo Landing Gear forks w/ 110mm spaced dropouts.
• 27.5+ Vee Tire Co x SE Racing T-Fatty tires.
• CNC alloy narrow/wide sprocket.
• SRAM GX 1x10 derailleur w/ Roller Bearing Clutch Technology,  
  10-speed 11-36T Cassette.
• SRAM GX 1x10, Trigger Shifter w/ exact actuation.
• Includes custom Scot Breithaupt OM-Duro sticker sheet.
• Available in 2 sizes: 22.3” Top Tube & 23.2” XL Top Tube
• 38.6 lbs

In celebration of the life and times of SE’s founder, Scot Breithaupt, 
and SE’s motto of “BMX Innovations,” an all-new bike has been 
created the likes of which have never been seen before. The OM-
Duro takes its design cues and aesthetics from the legendary OM 
Flyer and mixes in radical endure-inspired upgrades. This wildly 
unique bike comes in two sizes and features 27.5+ wheels, disc 
brakes front and rear, internal cable routing for a dropper seatpost, 
a SRAM GX 1x10 trigger shifter featuring a clutch derailleur and a 
10-speed cassette. BMX meets enduro; there are no boundaries. 
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• Limited Edition 6061 aluminum 26” PK Ripper frame, looptail
  rear end, diamond dropouts, individually numbered on the inside
  of the rear dropout.
• Full Cr-Mo “40 Years of Radness” edition Cowboy Cut forks.
• Cr-Mo Super Big Honkin’ cruiser bars.
• Redline Flight cranks w/ Redline sprocket.
• Double-wall rims w/ sealed bearing SE Racing Bubble Mohawk
  high flange hubs.
• Vee Tire x SE Racing Cub 26” x 2.0 tires.
• Authentic ODI Mushroom II grips.
• Fluted micro-adjust seat post.
• Vintage vinyl SER Retro padset.
• 28.2 lbs

• 6066 Aluminum floval tubing, internally-machined integrated head  
  tube, symmetrical looptail rear end, seatstays wrap, 100mm bottom  
  bracket, 170mm spaced rear dropouts.
• Full Cr-Mo Landing Gear forks w/ 135mm spaced dropouts.
• Vee Tire Co x SE Racing Chicane, 26” x 3.50” tires run fast
  and smooth at 30psi.
• Authentic ODI Mushroom II grips.
• Cr-Mo SE Big Honkin’ cruiser bars.
• SE 3-pc closed end Invisibolt cranks w/ alloy SE sprocket.
• Fluted micro-adjust seat post.
• First generation SE Racing vinyl retro padset.
• 36 lbs

The limited edition 26” PK Ripper Looptail has long been one of 
the most anticipated bikes in the Retro line-up. This year’s bike 
has an awesome black sparkle colorway that comes alive in the 
sun. And it comes with upgrades galore, such as Redline Flight 
cranks & sprocket, Super Big Honkin’ Cruiser bars, Cowboy 
Cut forks, and Vee Tire Co x SE Racing Cub tires. This year’s 
26” PK Ripper Looptail is full-tilt gonzo! 

When SE unleashed the Fat Ripper last year it took the world by 
storm. Never before has a bike been able to monster truck every-
thing! With its legendary PK Ripper-styled 6066 aluminum frame 
design and Cr-Mo Landing Gear fork paired with fat 26” x 3.5” 
tires and disc brakes front and rear, this bike simply can’t be 
stopped. The Fat Ripper is the definition of “BMX Innovations.”



• Limited edition 6066 aluminum Floval Flyer frame, looptail rear end,  

  diamond dropouts, individually numbered on the inside of the

  rear dropout.

• Full Cr-Mo “40 Years of Radness” edition Cowboy Cut forks.

• Redline Flight cranks w/ Redline sprocket.

• Cr-Mo Big Honkin’ cruiser bars.

• Special edition Skyway Tuff II Tuffwheels w/ precision sealed bearing  

  gold anodized alloy hubs.

• Kashimax RS x SE Racing collab seat, made in Japan.

• SE Racing Bear Trap pedals.

• Vee Tire x SE Racing Cub 24” x 2.0 tires.

• Authentic ODI Mushroom II grips.

• Fluted micro-adjust seat post.

• Vintage vinyl SER Retro padset.

• 28.8 lbs

• Mike Buff replica model, limited edition & individually numbered.

• 6061 aluminum PK Ripper frame w/ floval tubing, looptail rear end,  

  seatstays wrap, Diamond Dropouts, and individually numbered

  on the inside of the rear dropout.

• Full Cr-Mo Landing Gear fork.

• Special Edition Skyway Tuff II Tuffwheels w/ precision sealed

  bearing red anodized alloy hubs.

• Oakley B-1B Grips in Custom Mike Buff Colorway w/ Donuts.

• Redline Flight cranks w/ Redline Flight sprocket.

• Kashimax RS x SE Racing collab seat, made in Japan.

• Mike Buff BMX Action padset.

• Haro Series 1B number plate.

• Includes custom Mike Buff PK Ripper sticker sheet.

• 26.9 lbs

Without a doubt, this year’s Floval Flyer Looptail is the raddest 

cruiser ever. It sports Cowboy Cut forks, authentic Redline 

Flight cranks & sprocket, Skyway Tuff II’s with gold anodized 

hubs, a Kashimax RS seat, SE Racing Bear Trap pedals, ODI 

Mushroom II grips, and Vee Tire Co x SE Racing Cub tires. The 

bike defines radness.

Mike Buff is a pioneer of the sport who helped introduce freestyle BMX 

to the world. As one of the original godfathers of freestyle, Mike rode a 

PK Ripper in the early ‘80s when he was a member of the legendary BMX 

Action Trick Team. The PK Ripper Looptail this year plays homage to the 

exact bike that Mike rode and made famous back in the day. This bike 

comes with an authentic SE Racing x Mike Buff trading card personally 

signed by Buff. This PK Ripper is Mike Buff approved.
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SE: How long have you been riding and what do 
you do?
DBLOCKS: I’ve been riding forever and I wheelie for 
blocks! Ha ha. But for reals, I have been riding for as 
long as I can remember. I’ve always had fun doing 
wheelies on the streets of New York City. I love it when 
people can’t believe what I’m doing on one wheel.

SE: Who are the Cycle Squad Maniaccs?
DBLOCKS: That’s my crew! #cyclesquadmaniaccs. 
Most of us are based out here in Harlem, NY. The main 
crew is me, Mohammed Bloxz, Twisted, 
Art BMX, and Gametime.

SE: Wow, those are some crazy names!
DBLOCKS: Ha, those aren’t their “real” names. Those 
are their Instagram names. Just like you’ll never know 
my real name. You’ll only ever know me as Dblocks. 
Ha ha! You can catch us on Insta at 
@rrdblocks, @_mohammedbloxz, @twisted700, 
@artbmx, and @gametime_87.

SE: Speaking of Instagram, with nearly 200,000 
followers, you’ve pretty much become a celebrity 
in the real world from your Instagram popularity. 
We’ve been with you and have seen you get rec-
ognized on the streets in LA, Miami, Philadelphia, 
and New York. Pretty much everywhere you go!
DBLOCKS: Yeah, it’s cool. I love it. I just do my thing. 
Even before Instagram, I was riding like this. It seems 
like some riders are just striving for that Instagram 
fame and copying other riders’ tricks and stuff. To each 
their own, but originality always ranks supreme.  

SE: What’s next for Dblocks?
DBLOCKS: I just want to keep riding. Inspire people 
to get out there to get on their bikes. Keep making 
people smile and travel the world! With the support of 
SE, I’ve been to Florida twice, California a few times, 
Philadephia, and we’ve got plans to hit some more 
states later this year and even Japan next year!

SE: You think Japan is ready for Dblocks?
DBLOCKS: Nah, they definitely ain’t ready! But it don’t 
matter. Dblocks is ready. I’m gonna drop some
sushi wheelies on em’. Ha ha. 

SE: Alright, the Dblocks world takeover.
DBLOCKS: Get ready!

DBLOCKS
LET’S GET IT!

InterviewInterview

The Cycle Squad Maniaccs invade Hollywood.

Photo: Ryan Guettler
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Fast, fun and no-fuss are the operative words for the SE Urban Series. Want to ride with 
the simplicity of a fixed gear? No problem. Is single speed more your speed? No sweat. 
SE even has clean looking urban bikes with gears to get you across town with ease.
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• Cr-Mo seat tube frame, butted top tube and down tube, w/ integrated
  seat clamp, water bottle & fender mounts
• Freedom Thick Slick 700 x 28c tires
• SE alloy cranks w/ cartridge sealed bearing Euro bottom bracket
• Extra high profile double wall rims w/ stainless spokes
• Straight leg SE fork
• 2 Styles of Handlebars: Built with Alloy Riser Bars with an Extra Set
  of Alloy Bullhorn Bars Included.
• 26.1 lbs (55cm)

The Lager packs a quality punch with a butted top tube 
and down tube, Cr-Mo seat tube, alloy cranks and super-
smooth Freedom ThickSlick tires. And new this year the 
bike comes equipped not only with riser bars but also 
alloy bullhorn bars.

SE BIKES 1977-2017
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• Hi-ten frame w/ Euro bottom bracket, water bottle & fender mounts
• Straight leg SE fork
• SE 1.5” riser handlebar
• Classic seat
• Kenda Kwest 700 x 28c tires
• SE hubs w/ medium-profile double-wall Rims, 16T freewheel
• Removable SE brake cable clips
• 27.1 lbs (55cm)

The track-inspired Draft bike is outfitted with a 16T freewheel 
rear hub and front and rear hand brakes for riders wanting 
more stopping power. Fender mounts front and back and wide 
tire clearance make the Draft a perfect all-weather commuter.

• Hi-ten frame w/ Euro bottom bracket, water bottle & fender mounts
• Straight leg SE fork
• SE alloy cranks
• Vera City Wide 700 x 32c tires
• High profile double-wall wims with alloy Shimano Nexus 3-Speed hub &    
  stainless spokes
• Shimano Nexus 3-Speed Revo shift
• Standard 27.9 lbs (55cm)
• Step Thru 29.5 lbs (55cm)
 

Want to surprise your buddies when you reach a big hill? Try 
the Tripel with its stealthy internal three-speed free-wheel hub. 
The gearing is so low-profile that people will wonder how a 
“singlespeed” is going uphill so gracefully. And don’t worry 
about maintenance — it’s Shimano Nexus.
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BOILERMAKER

• Hi-ten frame, w/ Euro bottom bracket, water bottle & fender mounts
• Straight leg SE fork
• SE Sweep Back handlebar
• Kenda Kwest 700 x 28c tires
• Alex V-1000 rims
• Shimano 7-Speed speed Revo shifter w/ Shimano Tourney derailleur
• Standard 29.8 lbs (55cm)
• Step Thru 31.6 lbs (55cm)

The Hefe offers a comfortable upright riding position, which is 
ideal for those dealing with an urban environment. The 7-speed 
Shimano Revo drivetrain makes for quick getaways too.

Not a track bike. Not a mountain bike. Not a hybrid. The Boil-
ermaker with its aluminum frame and fork is just plain badass. 
Equipped with 700c wheels, disc brakes and the option for 8, 
24 or 27 speeds, these bikes are built for taking on crowded 
streets during rush hour or getting where you need to go 
hassle-free and in style.

2.0

1.0

3.0

• Custom-tapered 6061 alloy frame, internal shift cable routing,
  semi-integrated headset, rack mounts, fender mounts, replaceable     
  hanger, water bottle mounts 
• SE alloy rigid forks
• Alloy platform pedals
• KMC multi-speed chain
• 32H double-wall rims w/ alloy disc hubs & Shimano cassette
• Boilermaker 1.0 26.5 lbs
• Boilermaker 2.0 26.9 lbs 
• Boilermaker 3.0 26.5 lbs



SE: For people around BMX in the 1980s to this 
day, just uttering the word “PK Ripper” still puts a 
smile on their faces. Why is that?
PERRY: I think it’s because the PK Ripper triggers a 
memory. Everyone has the “best-time-of-their-lives” 
moments. For most BMXers who are 40-plus, the best 
time of their lives were the late ‘70s and all through-
out the ‘80s. The PK Ripper helps them reminisce and 
smile.

SE: What was your first race on the PK Ripper?
PERRY: My first race on the PK Ripper was the 1979 
NBA Winternationals in Las Vegas. That was a really 
big race. I won the Pro class ($500) and the Trophy 
Dash. To win the Trophy Dash I had to come back from 
a second turn crash and pass Brian Lewis in the last 
turn to win. That started it all, way back in March 1979.

SE: Over the past 10 years, the PK Ripper has 
grown in all shapes and sizes with new models 
such as the 16” LiL Ripper, 26” PK Ripper Loop- 
tail, 29” Big Ripper, 700c PK Ripper Fixed Gear 
and the Fat Ripper. Do you see this as evolution 
or exploitation?
PERRY: Everything worth doing evolves. There are 
models on that list that may have been a touch ex-
ploited, but that’s the price when you push limits to 
“Make it Happen.” I think it’s cool as hell that the PK 
Ripper name lives on in so many cycling lifestyles.

SE: Out of all of the bikes mentioned above, what’s 
your favorite to ride nowadays?
PERRY: I have most of those bikes and the one I keep 
going back to is the 26” PK Ripper Looptail. Mine is a 
2014 model (Ball Burnished with blue accents) and it 
rocks. The tires and grips are pretty worn out, so that 
tells me it must be my favorite.

SE: The PK Ripper is the longest-running produc-
tion BMX bike in the world? How does that make 
you feel?
PERRY: It truly humbles me. I am very flattered to 
have my initials on it to this day. In the early days my 
name on the PK Ripper helped sell the bike. Now hav-
ing my initials on it really helps out my cycling busi-
ness career. That is a win-win, and a
good feeling.

PERRY
KRAMER
The “PK” of “PK Ripper”

InterviewInterview
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HARO’S CORNER
FROM:  BMX ACTION
ARTWORK: BOB HARO
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• Alloy frame (190 rear spacing) & fork
• Shimano hydraulic disc brakes
• Weinmann double-wall rims w/ sealed bearing hubs /
  QR front / thru-axle rear
• 26 X 4.7” Vee Tire Co. Bulldozer tires
• Kore handlebar, stem, seat, and seatpost
• Shimano 2 X 10 drivetrain w/ Deore shifters
• Wide gear range – 36/22T X 11-36T
• Alloy platform pedals
• 35.8 lbs

• 6061 alloy frame w/ semi-integrated headset, replaceable hanger,
  water bottle mounts.
• SR Suntour suspension forks
• SR Suntour XCC crankset
• Shimano drivetrain
• Weinmann 32H double-wall rims w/ alloy disc hubs
• WTB Nano tires

Ride large and in charge anywhere you want to go on the F@R. 
The brawny alloy frame and fork are built around a tapered 
1.5” headset in front and a beefy 197mm thru-axle in back. 
Huge 4.7” Vee Tire Co. Bulldozer tires and a Shimano 20-speed 
drivetrain power you through snow, sand or wherever you want 
to go. Shimano hydraulic disc brakes provide reliable stopping 
power in all conditions.

The Big Mountains are the perfect place to start an off-road 
education. These bikes feature large 27.5” and 29” wheels, 
hydraulic or mechanical disc brakes, and a Shimano drivetrain 
with a full range of gearing options to help any rider up 
and over hills.

BIG MTn 29”

BIG MTn 27.5”

1.0

1.0

2.0

2.0
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SE BikesSE Bikes

• Lightweight alloy frame & fork

• Upright riding position w/

  comfortable 50mm Rise

  handlebar and ergonomic grips

• Wide & soft seat

• Easy rolling 700 X 32 Kenda

  Kwest city tires and alloy rims

• Available w/ different Spec

  in 1.0, 2.0, and 3.0 models

• Lightweight alloy frame & fork

• Suspension fork for a smooth ride

• Upright riding position w/ comfortable 50mm Rise

  handlebar and ergonomic grips

• Comfy wide soft seat w/ elastomers and

  suspension seatpost

• Easy rolling 700 X 35 City tires and alloy rims

• Alloy linear pull brakes

• Shimano 21-speed drivetrain w/ Revo Shifters

The versatile Monterey series 

bikes can be used for fitness 

riding, neighborhhood 

cruising, or commuting to 

work. Offered in three 

different models, plus 

Step-Through options, all 

Montereys feature a 

lightweight alloy frame and 

easy-rolling city tires.

The Palisade 

features a lightweight 

aluminum frame and a 

suspension fork to roll 

smoothly over roads 

and bike paths. Simple 

twist shifting and a 

shock-absorbing 

padded saddle with 

suspension seatpost 

guarantee a comfortable 

and easy ride.
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MONTEREY
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KIDS

• Lightweight frames built w/ 6061 aluminum tubing.
• Chainguard for safety and to protect pants from grease marks.
• Coaster brake rear hub on the 12” and 16” Broncos, freewheel w/
  V-brake on the 20” Bronco.
• The 12” and 16” Broncos come equipped w/ training wheels for
  first-time riders.
• Available in three different sizes w/ 12”, 16”, and 20” wheels
  to fit growing kids.

The Broncos are built with 6061 aluminum frames, 
providing kids with lightweight bikes for their first rides down 
the driveway and around the block. You’re never too young to 
have fun a bike.

20”

12”

16”

ALL BIKES COME WITH CHAINGUARDS
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BEHIND THE SCENES

62

Check out these behind-the-scenes photos of the SE factory. 
Pretty rad, huh? I’ve been traveling to the SE factory multiple 
times per year for the past 10-plus years. I have to admit 
that I love visiting our factory and witnessing SE bikes being 
produced in real time. And when I say “being produced,” I 
mean tubes getting bent, frames being welded, parts assem-
bly, wheels getting built, etc. Once the frames are built and 
all of the parts have arrived from different suppliers, then it’s 
time for the bikes to be assembled on the production line. 
Watching the assembly line start with just a frame, then finish 
with a complete bike packaged in a bike box is, literally, like 
watching a fine-tuned orchestra! So many moving parts yet 
so clean and dialed.

I’ve traveled to the SE factory so many times over the years 
that I’ve developed close relationships and true friendships 
with parts suppliers, account managers and many of my co-
workers from the factory. Of course I am always sure to take 
my bike with me when I visit. Riding the local streets and 
exploring the surroundings is always such an adventure.
 
I wouldn’t trade what I do for anything. I’ll be the first to admit: 
Designing SE bikes is coolest job in the world!

- Todd Lyons
  SE Brand Manager

HHH HH
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California Cruisin’



HOT
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OUTTAKESAlways one to make a big splash! Scot “OM” Breithaupt
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